IVY TECH KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT INSTRUCTIONS

IVY TECH STUDENT ID#: CO
EMAIL ADDRESS:

YOUR ASSESSMENT KEYS & TOPICS

NOTE: COMPLETE ONLY THE INDICATED TOPICS!

☐ KAReadWrite

☐ KAMath

Your Math Diagnostic Topics:
☐ QR MATH
☐ STEM MATH
☐ TECH MATH

You do NOT need to complete a diagnostic for all math topics unless indicated by your advisor.

STEP 1. REGISTRATION FOR EDREADY KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT

A. GO TO myitcc.edready.org
B. SELECT Get Started
C. COMPLETE THE REGISTRATION FORM. IN ADDITION TO THE BASIC INFORMATION, YOU WILL NEED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR THE FORM:
   ■ A VALID & ACCESSIBLE EMAIL ADDRESS
   ■ YOUR EDREADY LOGIN PASSWORD (WRITE IT DOWN!)
   ■ YOUR SCHOOL ZIP CODE IS 47802
   ■ YOUR STUDENT ID # INCLUDING THE CO (LISTED ABOVE)
   ■ YOUR CAMPUS IS TERRE HAUTE

STEP 2. ACTIVATE IVY PREP / EDREADY ACCOUNT

A. OPEN A NEW BROWSER TAB
B. LOG INTO YOUR EMAIL ACCOUNT
C. LOOK FOR THE EMAIL FROM EDREADY
D. CLICK THE LINK IN EMAIL TO LOG BACK INTO EDREADY

STEP 3. COMPLETE YOUR ASSESSMENTS

A. ONCE YOU LOG BACK INTO EDREADY, YOU WILL BE PROMPTED TO ENTER KEYS AND GO TO GOALS.
B. USE THE ASSESSMENT KEYS PROVIDED ON THE LEFT TO COMPLETE YOUR KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENTS.
C. WHEN YOUR ASSESSMENT IS COMPLETE, YOU WILL SEE A SCORE DISPLAYED ON THE SCREEN.
D. AFTER YOUR FIRST ASSESSMENT DIAGNOSTIC IS COMPLETED, IF YOU NEED TO ASSESS FOR A DIFFERENT TOPIC, RETURN TO THE GOALS SCREEN.
E. ENTER THE APPROPRIATE NEW KEY IN THE “JOIN PRIVATE GOALS” BOX
Congratulations! You have completed the Ivy Tech Knowledge Assessment!
Your scores will be used to help you and your advisor determine your placement and your next steps. Your advisor will help you move forward with your options for class registration, so please meet with him or her regarding your Knowledge Assessment results.

PLEASE NOTE: these scores are for reference only and might not reflect all placement options. You should discuss your score ranges and course selections with your advisor.

What are my course options?

Self-Placement
If you did not place into a college ready course, you can self-place into a co-requisite or preliminary course to better prepare for college ready courses. Self-placement is often a good choice for students who have been out of school for a while and might need the additional support of a co-requisite course or a preliminary course to brush up on concepts and reacquaint themselves with skills needed to succeed in college ready courses.

Ivy Prep
When you completed the Knowledge Assessment, EdReady set up a learning path for you.

This learning path is designed help you work on the fundamental skills you need to be ready for the next level of classes. You have the option to complete the learning path modules and place into the next level of math, reading, and/or writing. Working toward completing your learning path(s) is called Ivy Prep, which is often a good choice for students whose assessment scores were very close to college ready course placement.

After you meet with your advisor and you determine that Ivy Prep is the right choice for you, contact Darla Crist to get started in Ivy Prep:

Darla Crist
Email: dcrist5@ivytech.edu
Telephone: 812-298-2563